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Air Pass system
for safe ventilation 

of the garage.

Linealegno HF 
counterweight up-and-over door 
model Decor, 
Multi-ply Okoumè wood,
external cladding in brushed
and whitewashed oak.

   NEW

Parallel pass door 
integrated in the mobile leaf, with parallel 
sliding inside opening, lock with multiple 
closing points with cylinder and external / 
internal handle with satin chrome finish.

Air Pass system
for safe ventilation of the garage.
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   NEW

Special sectional door project. 
External covering with mica natural 
stone, Emotion Marmolada.

Max armored door 
designed by project. 
External covering with mica natural 
stone, Emotion Marmolada.

emotion :) stone

Stone mica Monviso Stone slate-grey CervinoStone mica Marmolada

Sophisticated finishes for up-and-over garage doors, sectional doors and coordinated armoured 
doors, made with extra thin slabs of natural mica or slate stone.
These materials, thanks to their properties, allow a very thin layer of stone to be transferred on to a 
medium that ensures flexibility and keeps the physical characteristics of the material unaltered, in 
addition to ensuring highimpact architectural effects.
The material receives a surface treatment with an environment-friendly water- and oil-repellent 
product (Federchemicals), specially formulated for the protection of natural stone.

N.B.: Natural stone is variable in colour, grain and texture. These characteristics should not be considered defects but
part of the natural beauty of quarried materials: for this reason, a perfectly uniform colour cannot be guaranteed.
The colours of the Emotion Stone finishes are provided for guidance only.
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MyFusion Rare 400 
counterweight up-and-over door. 
Ral 1019 smooth finish in smooth 
metal plate. 
Planus pass door, 
3-point lock and Defender.

  NEW

IPVision Ballan.

Fixed window with LCD system. 

IPVision Ballan, 4MP, WDR, WiFi, ONVIF,
intrusion management with the possibility of 
storing photos / videos, management through 
Android / IOS applications. 
IPVision Ballan allows the user to be constantly 
informed on the status of the garage door / 
pedestrian door and its possible break-in, to 
view the area facing the door at any time in the 
dark.

Fixed window with LCD system. 
The LCD glass changes from a state of opacity 
to a state of total transparency allowing viewing 
both from inside and outside the room.
 The glass can be layered, becoming safety, and 
be part of a glass camera as in the fixed window  
installed in the MyFusion door.

External view Internal view
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